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Pfcroocopic and microscopic results decionstratingthe
existence of dynamical fusion thresholds are presented.
For macroscopic theories, it is shown that the extrapush dynamics is sensitive to some details of the
models used, e.g. the shape parametrization and the
type of Vielcosity. The dependence of the effect upon
the charge and angular momentum of the system is aisio
studied. Calculated
macroscopic
re~ults
for mass●re compared ,to experimental nMssnymmetric
sy~tems
asymmetric results by use of ● tentative
scaling procedure, which takes into account both the ●ntrancechannel and the saddle-point regions of configuration
space. Two types of dynamical fusion threshold occur
in T!XIFstudies: (1) the microscopic analogue of the
macroscopic extra push threshold, and (2) the relatively high energy At which the TDHF angular momentum
window opens, Both of these microscopic thresholds ●re
found to be very eensitive to the choice o? the effectwo-body interaction.
tive
‘Research ouppnrted by the U.S. Department of Energy under a
contract with the University of California and Conttact
W-7405-eng-26 with the Union Carbide Corporation.
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INTRODUCTION

1.

Since a wide variety of theories and amdels heve been developed in order to understand hea~”-ion reactions, it is interesting to explore the relationships between different
theoretical approaches.
different =thods
two

While formal connect?.onsbetween

are usually obscure, it is passible for

theories to give quite consistent agreement —

tively if not quantitatively—
of reaction.

qualita-

regarding a particular type

In this paper we shall demonstrate that two

quite different theories qualitatively predict very similar
behavior for

heavy-ion fusion.

Specifically, we shall dis-

cuss dynamical fusion thresholds, which are predicted in
various ~crwscopic

nxidelsl-sand also in microscopic TDHF

theory.6-10
This paper la structured as follows.

In Section 2 we

introduce the concept of a dynamical fuRion threshold.
Section 3 presents
strate

the

recent macroscopic studiess which demon-

sensitivity of the extra-push threshold to vari-

ous deta?.lsof the model, particularly the viscosity mechanism.

Then, in Section 4 w

olds, which include both

the

discuss the

TDHF fusion thresh-

extra-push threshold and the

●ngular momentum window, and we show the sensitivity of
these thresholds to changes in the effective

●ction.g$ll Finally, Saction 5 gives

●

two-body inter-

brief summary of our

results.

DYNAMICAL FUSION THRESHOLDS
2. —.
The concapt of an additional energy for

fusion, or an extra

push01-5 is illustrated schematically in Fig. 1.
figure, EB is the uwximum value of
for

one4imensional

the

In this

interaction barrier

(radial) mation in the entrance channel,

..
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FIGURE 1
Typical fusion region in the ~ energy,
angular momentum plane. The figure contains features
occurring in both macroscopic and microscopic studies.
The angular momentum LBf is the angular momentum for
which the fusion barrier vanishes.
and the threshold Ethr is the minimum energy for which one
obtains fusion for head-on collisions.

Now for light sys-

tems, if subbarrier fusion is neglected, these two energies
are Identicul.

Then if the charge on the system is increas-

ed, the tl,resiaold
energy increasea since more ener~y is required for fusion.

However, ~

also increases with charge

no that Ethr and ~

coincide until we reach some critical

fissility designated by (Z2/A)thr, after fiicb Ethr i~crea~es faster than ~.
●nd +

In this picture Z2/A > (22/A)thr

“ Ethr-EB is the additional energy above the barrier

required to give fusion for head-on collisions.
We note that Fig.
threshold ~indow
o.

1 shows

●

relatively high-energy

where fusion abruptly disappearrnfor

This is the TDHF angular nmmentum window.G’9

L =

This

threshold is also of dynamical origin, but it is completely
different from the extra-push threshold shown at the lower
energy.

It is intimately associated with the transparency

inherent in the mean-field approximate’on,and its existence
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has not been verified experimentally.1~

3.

MACROSCOPIC CALCULATIONS

One of

the main lessons that we have learned about fusion

behavio- is that, as the angular momentum or the charga on
the system

increases, it becomes more difficult to describe

the dynamics by simple one-dimensional models. l-s ‘IINs,
macroscopic
general set

calculations should ideally be done using s
of

to project from

collective coordinate~, and it is convenient
this multidimensional configuration space

several simple coordinates which have special physical signif&cance.

For our studies,s these projected coordinates

are denoted by r, which gives the distance between the mass
centers of the ions, and a, which is s measure of fragment
elongation (or

necking).

The specific mdel

that we use is

an axially symmetric shape consisting of omoothly joined
portions of three quadratic surfaces of revolution.~z The
coordinates r and s are then defined in terms of moments of
the nuclear shape.s’la

For rnsss-symmetrtcreactions, r and

u are glvsn by
r

9

u-

2

<z>,

(1)
(2)

2[<z~> - <2>2]1/2s

where z is measured along the symmetry axis and the angular
bracket denotes on average over the half volume to the
of

the

mldplane of

right

the body.

The dynamical trajectories are obtained by solving the
classical Hamilton’a equatiens of motion, which have bsen
generalized to include vlscosityla:
i = 1,2)...N,

(3)
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& =- —--%
% Wi

i = 1,2,...N,

(4)

.

where qi and pi are a collective coordinate and lt8 conjugate
momentum and
H_

T+VO

(5)

The potential energy V is the sum of the Coulomb electrostatic energy and a nuclear macroscopic energy
V<q] = V
COul(q) + Vnucl(q)J

(6)

while T is the collective kinetic energy and F is the
Rayleigh dissipation function.
In Fig. 2 =

display a potential-energy contour map for
I

I

MACR05CWK KJTENTIAL-ENERGY
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FIGURE 2
rontours, in units of MeV,
Potential-ener
tha reactien lxoPd + f{ Opd + 220u, calculated with
for
a siagle-Yukawa macroscopic model.l” The location of
the sphere is given by the solid point, and the location of two touching spheres is &iven by tw,?aijaccnt
solid points.
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the head-on collision of llOPd + llOPd + 220U. Initially,
the two separated spherical llOPd nuclei mve
valley, near the
contact at

up the binary

bottom of the figure, and come into hard

the point indicated by the two adjacent circles.

This point is slightly inside the maximum in the onedimensional interaction barrier, but is on the side of a
steep hill with respect to fragment elongation.

The saddle

point of the combined system is located at the intersection
of the dashed 6.3-MeV contours.

The criterion that we have

adopted for compound-nucleus formation is that the dynamical
trajectory passes to the left of the saddle, so that the
system becomes trapped In the potential--energyhollow surrounding the sphere.

If the trajectory passes to the right

of the saddle point, the sys~em reseparates in a deepInelastic reaction.
Fiwgure3 illustrates typical dynamical trajectories in
the r,upl”ane for various values of &E, which is the difference between the ~

energy and the mximum

dimensional interaction barrier.
the bombarding energy increases,
placed to the

in the one-

This figure shows that as
the trajectories are dis-

left, giving rise to more compressed shape-,

ihe trajectories for AE = 0.5 and 20 MEV do not fuse, while
AE = 90 MsV is the threshold value, or minimum AE required
for fusion, since Its trajectory just passes through the
saddle point of the combined system.
In Fig. 4 w

compare dynamical trajectories for five

different types of dissipation:

zero dissipation, ordinary

two-body v13coslty with a viscosity coefficient of
.02

TP,13’17

one-body wall-formula dissipation,le-~g one-

body wall-and-window dissipation, l~-lg and pure window
dissipation.

The dynamScal paths for no dissipation and

two-body viscosity prefer changea in separation r rather

.,,
..
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FIGURE 3
Effect of bombarding energy on dynamical
trajectories in the r-u plane for the head-on collision, ~l“Pd + L~“pd + 22%, calculated for wall-formula
dissipation. Here, and in Figs. 4-6, the saddle-point
configuration for the combined system is ind:cated by a
cross (x), and the nuclear
macroscopic
enevgy
is the
Yukawa-plus

exponential
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of dissipation on dynamical tra ecplane for the reaction l~opd + 4 ~Opd
MeV and L = 0, in the full threeparametrization.12
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.

than neck formation u.

On the other hand, all of the one-

body dissipation mdels

generate trajectories in which u

changes mch

unre rapidly than r.

= 20 MeV fusion occurs only for
viscosity.

The result is that for AE

no dissipation and two-body

For the one-body dissipation models the system

strongly resists compound nucleus formatiou.

Table I shows

a comparison of the energy thresholds for the four -In
dissipation nmdels.
We next study the effect of constr~ning

the

end bodies

to be spherical; i.e. both the first and third surfazes In
the three-quadratic surt~ce parametrization12 are forced to
be spheres throughout the full dynamical evolution.
very important to study this approximation
widely
we

used

in

mny

other

macroscopic

since

model.s.

show the trajectories for the four -In

it

z-q

It is
has

been

In Fig.

5

types of dissipa-

tion at AE = 20 MsV.

The umst dramatic change is for two-

body viscosity,

trajectory leads to mre

whose

compressed

shapes than the corresponding trajectory when the spherical
constraint is not imposed. The third column of Table I
lists the threshold AE when the ends are constrained to be

TABLE I
Calculated additional enelgy AE relative to
the msximum in the one-dimensional
interaction
barrier
tc form a compound nucleus in a head-on collirequired
sion for llopd + llopd + 220U0
Type of dlssipat~o~

No dlssipatim
Two-body tiscosity

AE (MeV)
Full three-quadraticsurface parametrization
1.5 f 0.2
5 t

0.5

Spherical
ends

/!.5

* (),1

O*5 t 0.5

Wall formula

90t2

60t2

Wall and ttindow

39 t 0.5

32 f 0.5

-
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Effect of dissipation on dynamical tra ec5
tories in the r-u plane for the reaction llopd + 4 1op~
+ 22% at 4S - 20 M&V and L = O, when the end bodies
are constrained to be spherical.

FIWRE

spherical.

You see that there -n

te substantial discrep-

ancies arising from the approximate
ion of using spherical end
bodies.

In particular, for the wall formula the additional

threshold energy AE is about 30 MsV larger when the spheri.
cal constraint is not imposed.
We now show the effect of changing the charge cr angular mome~’tumof the system.

In Fig. 6 we show dynamical

trajectories and saddle points for different values of 221A
of the total system.

As the charge on the system increases,

the saddle point moves to n more compact configuration while
the trajectory is deflected in the opposite direction.
it becomes mre

lhus

difficult to satisfy the fusion criterion as

the charge on the system increases.

Note that f~r Z2/A =

38.7 the trajectory Just passes through the saddle point for
a very small AE value, so that, for two-body viscosity, Z2/A
= 38.7 is essentially Che threshold value.z-h
angular mmentum

The effect of

is qualitatively similar to that of charge

. .
.
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FIGURE 6
Effect of the nuclear system on saddle-point
configurations and dynamical trajectories In the r-u
plane for AE = 0.5 MeV and L = O, calculated for twobody tiscofi~ty. Each saddle point and trajectory 1s
labeled by the value of Z2/A for the combined system,
with the symmetri~.target and projectile chosen to lie
along Greents approximation to the valley of
$1-stability.20

regarding the behrvior of

6addle points and dynamical tra-

rectories, l-+ as we show in Fig. 7.
difficult to achieve fusion as the

We see that it is nmre

angular nomentum increas-

es uince the saddle point nuves downward and to the

left

while the dynamical path is shifted to the right.
We now consider the fissilities, or equivalently the
z2/A

v~l~es,

which are applicable to different regions of

our configuration space.

For

the entrance channel, in the

region near contact, the appropriate Z2/A value is given
by the expression,2-k

(z2/Meff

4Z1Z2

-

A:13A:/3(A~13
However,

as

the system

(7)
+ A:/3)

attains a more coalesced shape, Eq.

..
.
11
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FIGURE 7
Effect of angular momentum on saddle-point
configurations and dynamical trajectories in the r-u
plane for AZ = 20 Mti and zero dissipation.~ The
nuclear macroscopic energy is the ainglc-Yukawa
model. i% Various angular momenta label the trajectories and saddle points, with the latter indicated by
circles. The dashed trajectory
refers to the critical
angular momentum 1 = 45, above which there is no
fusion.
(7)

is no longer adequats.

Instead, in the regi~n near the

saddle point, the appropriate Z2/A value is that of the
total

system.

For the entire dynamical fusion process, we

have found empirically that it is convenient to use the

geo-

uetricsl man
(z 2/A)mea,,

-

[(z2/A)eff(z2/A)

(8)

ll’2

which gives equal weighting to the entrance-channel and
coalesced-shspe values.
reactions we have the
(Z2/A)eff

-

We note t~o that for mass-symmetric

identity

(Z2/A) -

In Fig. 8 we compare

(Z2/A)mean.
our

calculated

(9)
resultss with the

12
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FIGURE 8
Comparison of ●dditiond energy & required
for compound-nucleus formation alculated for symmetric
systems
with experimamtal values for ●symetric system.
characterized by (Z2/A)mean$ defined by 4. (8).
Value. ●xtracted from evaporation-rusiduo omaaurements
● re represented by solid symbolc, whreao
values extracted from measurements of naarly symmetric finaionlike fragment- ●re represented by open cymboh.
(See
Ref. S for the experimental
references.)
●xperimental data.
(z2/A)mean

siderea.

for

We plot

●ach of the four

main types of tiscosity con-

The one-body dissipation results

magnitude gre~ter than
body

the calculated threohold AZ w

viscosity.

those

Since the

for

zero

●re ●n

order of

dissipation or two-

experiments

●re for

13
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mass-asymmetric reactions, we have tried to approximately
scale the data to compare with our theoretical results for
mass-symmetric reactions.

TMS

is

accomplished by using the

geometric msan Z2/A, defined in Eq. (8).

For both the solid

and open symbols,

of the additional

energy

the experimental

AZ are determined

values

by subtracting

.

from the experimen-

tal barrier heights extrapolated values that co;rectly reproduce the smooth

trends

for

somewhat lighter nuclei.

The

experimental values appear to be in better agreement with
the results fo: two-body

cause the

error

on the

bars

thre’~highest solid symbols ex-

to + O, any conclusions

tive mchanism

4.

than with ‘-herissultsfor

type of one-body dissipatio~i. However, mainly be-

either

tend

viscosity

regarding

the nuclear dissipa-

must be regarded us very

tentative.

TDH.PRESULTS

We shall now discuss some TINE
preted as the
push.

results which an

micro~copic analogue of

However, we emphasize that

the

the

be inter-

macroscopic extra

origin

of

dissipation

is different in microscopic theories than in any of
macroscopic

tiscosity mdela.~~

dissipation ●rises only from

th

In particular, the TDHF

one-body collisions with

‘

the

mean-field potential.
Typical fusion
ted in Fig. 9.

results for heavy systems are illustra-

These

head-on collisions of
plotted vs the
tion

time

is

calculationsa’9 ware performed for
86Kr

~a%i.

The

is

The interac-

time interval during which the

overlap region betwsen the

ceeds ono-half the saturation density of
The most

interaction time

laboratory bombarding energy.

defined es the

density in the

+

mtriking feature noticed is that

coalesced ions exnuclear matter.
there

●re

two

14
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7!
4

The interaction
time versus the laboratory
energy
for head-on
collieiona
of ‘%r +
13&
of the TDNf
The open circles ●re the results
The shaded area shows the Mgher-energy
calculation,
The calculation.
were performed using
fusion
region.
the Skyrme 11 interaction.
FIGURE 9
bombarding

energy

regions

low-energy
three

where one finds

region

long-lived

fusion-like

near the interaction
configurations.

be)lavior.
barrit:r

Then for

In the

one observes

energleu

from

‘lab ~ 660 to ~ 840 MV we find true fusion in the sense
that, as far as we can determine from the alculations, the
system never comes apart.

The fusion threshold at Elab -

660 MaV is the direct analogue
fusion

thre8hold

MeV, fusion

discussed

abruptly

We emphasiza
served

near

only

the macroscopic

3.

in Section

disappear

is the angular nmmentum tindow,
tb.resholdfound

of

for

Above

head-on

which

is

dynamical
Elab

“

collision;

a dynamical

840
this

fusion

in TDKF studies.

too that

the barrier

are

eventually undergoes ●cission

the

long-lived

not true fusion
aftar

configurations
cases

- 10-20 see,

since

obeach

They do

.
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not

correspond to fast

masses

and charges

to those

fissionz

either

because

the final

of the reaction products are very close
Since there

of tie incident projectile and target.

ia a fluctuating

structure observed in this energy region,

one suspects that such a reaction
type of long-lived

mlecular

may correspond to some
Alsc, it is inter-

resonance.

esting that such fusion-like behavior

near

the barrier is

very reminiscent of the adiabatic slither, or cold fusion,
predicted recently

by Swiatecki.3

The higher-energy
ment with

fusion

region

is

in very poor agree-

the experimental results,al for which fusion is

found at laboratory bombarding energies of 505, 610, and 710
In the TDHF calculatious,~-s fusion

MeV.

any angular

momentum

but it does occur

●t

the lawer

for a range of

does not occur

for

experimental energies,

two

angular momenta at the

highest experimental energy (710 *V).
TDHF fuston behavior

However, the
the choice of

is

very aensltive to
For the

the effective two-body interaction.

studies shown in Fig. 9, the Skyrma II potential was uned.
it is found

In recent lllk~studies~2 of 86Kr + 13%,
if

one uses the

Skyrme

●

c5ang8

of ●t

111 interaction, the extra-push

9 Is decreased

threshold in Fig.

least

function

of

time

Skyrme

IX Potenticl,

~alue,

after

250 MsV, which

for

these
the

which

it

On the otheu

III decreases

to

which

state.
other

it

is

●

two
rms

radius

the

mfnimum ●nd thm

rhis

che total

system

to

●

●

.
●

minimum

the system

u

rms radius for

damped in

as

For the

decreases

increases

is

large effect!

a w!ry

indefinitely

hand,

dramatically

is

Skyrme forcas.g

increases

reseparates.
●fter

to Elab $ 41O *V.

10 displays the rims radluc of

Figwe

that

to
highly

Clearly, ●dditional studies with Skyrme

Skyrme

●

maximum,

coalesced
XII and

forces muet be pursued in order to quantify the TDHF

16
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.

FIGURE 10
The rme radius of the totsl system ae a
function of time for head-on collisions of ‘%r + 139La
The interactions used are the
at Ela~ _ 505 MeV.
finite-range
Skyrmt potentials.

fusion

behavior

)savy

of

been suggestedl~

that

systems.

In fact,

it

has

recentl,

tha modified Skyrme M interaction

should be ●xamtned since it gives the correct

nuclear com-

pressibility and reproduces experimental fission-barrier
heights.

of

TDHF f~oion behavior to

●ction.

the sensitivity

another example of

Table ~1 showu yet

the effective

two-body

TDHF calculations have been performed

collisions

of

relatively

hzgh-energy

determined

for

160 +

●

BGK waa

Boncha,

Grammatlcoa,

indicate the

ef

●

the

very

for

tha threohold

TDHF angular

variety

labeled

Skyrme forces,

in which

160,

intcc-

for

head-on
the

mmentum window has been

Skyrme force#.22

The

force

simplified Skyrme icrrceumed in the
and Koonin paper.2~

●rror

bars

precision with

on .he

which

the

For the

thrashold
uion

other

energies
window he

been

..
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TABLE II

TDHF studies

of

the

fusion

window for head-

on collisions of 160 + 160.
Laboratory
threshold
energy (in BkV) for the window

Skyrme force
BGK

54

II

62.5 t 2.S

111

57.5

IV

42.”5f 2.5

v

52.5 t 2.5

VI

52.5 2 2.5

determined.

Notice

that

there

A 2.5

rather large differences

are

in the various threshold energies, ranging from
Skyrme IV to 62.5 MeV for Skyrme II.
pointed
●

out

42.5

MeV for

Also, it should

b.

ths experiment of

Lazzerini ——
et 61.24 was done at
laboratory energy of 68 MeV, which ia only 3-8 MaV above
Since the results

the limits for the Skyrme 11 threshold.

of these measurements seemed to rule out the sxistence of
the window, it ie auggeeted that it might
eomewhat

higher

main results.

Effecte

this experiment again

We now summarize the
puoh

twchan~mm

●re

●t ●

predicted

●nergy

fissility,
reaches

●ntrance-channel

fusion
● threshold

energy.

of

the

by both nmcroecopic

scopic theories and include the
critical

desirable to do

be

following.

cannot occur
value

extra-

and micro-

Above n certain

until the

bombarding

which is greater than the

i~teraction barrier height.
one must take

In ordmr to

understand

heavy-ion fueion,

propert~ea

of both the entrance channel and the

regione of

configuration space.

Also, the

into

account
oaddlm-point

mecroecopic

18
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results

are quite

model.

For example,

between the

#ensltiva

macroscopic
since

tkc

ly vary

different.

to some of tne details

~lculated

However,

work is
results

.

NIX
of the

there can be substantial discrepancies

thresholds

parametrizatlons.

SIERK and J.R.

one-

different

the main uncertainty

the nature

for

with

of the dissipation

and two-body

viscosity

shape
in the
mchanism
are clear-

Finally, in the microscopic TDHF studies

both the extra-push threshold and the angular mmentum

win-

dow seem to be very sensitive to the choice of the effective
two-body interaction.
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